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INTRODUCTION
In addition to the valuable product which was antic
ipated,

the California Art Research Project owes its inception

primarily to the fact
been research workers,
work in this,
destitute

that many white collar

or who had shown aptitude for research

as well as

as a result of

order to provide
training and
Project was

workers who had

in other fields,

found

themselves

the long-continued depression.

work opportunities

experience for

commensurate

these workers,

approved and operated

in 1935,

and subsequently under grant from the

In

with their

the Art Research
first under ERA,

Works Progress Adminis

tration.
It is believed the Art Research Project fills sever
al vital needs,

among which are:

First,

it overcomes the ab

sence of adequate information on both the early day California
artists who made their residence in San Francisco, which should
be readily accessible to every
school in the United States.
tailed information

art museum and art library and
Secondly,

it supplies more de

concerning younger artists

and their con

temporary problems.
The monographs to be
lieved,

distributed supply,

it is be

for the first time a fairly adequate series of volumes

on the history of California
archives of libraries,
Because
search was

fine art and artists,

museums,

of project and

confined to the

studios and

including

personal files*

financial limitations,

artists who made

re

their residence
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chiefly in San Francisco.

This series of monographs, however,

will attempt to Include artists
present,

from the earliest days to the

including a number of the younger artists whose works

have not been given the attention

they deserve by critics,

or

by the museums or by the general public.
Contemporary events are
graphs on each artist,
played a.

especially where the

prominent part.

graphs was found in

interwoven within the mono

Much of the

artist concerned

material in the mono

inaccessible places such

as the personal

files of artists and among the remains of relatives of deceased
artists.
The advantage of group work in this field was demon
strated by the sheer bulk of the facts collected from numerous
sources by a number of research
in a common enterprise.

workers cooperatively engaged

A solitary research worker patiently

employed over a long period of years could hardly have collect
ed all the data presented.
terial,

A great deal of the collected ma

if not recorded at this time

in all likelihood would

have been lost to the cultural life of the community,
of.the increasing deaths of

many of the older artists identi

fied with early San Francisco,
during 1936.

To be able

those still alive,

because

three of whom have passed away

to glean from

the reminiscences of

accounts of their former confreres and ex

periences has been a distinct gain.
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A further reason for the Art Research Project was to
bring into focus the historical
revealed through the
fast fading

background of California,

lives of artists and their patrons.

outlines of the

pioneer art development

where more entertainingly recorded

Eastern

paintings of
came here and

artists who

"nature's

came west

grandeur";

turned with honors.

"grand style"
artists who

market with their amaz

All these served to give San Francisco a
Even railroad station and barroom

works of art stimulated patronage,

East,

to do,

artists who studied abroad and re

high place as an art center.

nia subjects

are no

We find the

the European

dominated the local art

ing wares; the native-born

The

than in the dramatic facts

of San Francisco's studios and art organizations.
famous

as

graced art

galleries

in Europe and Russia,

while "Scenery" of Califor
and private homes

in the

as well as in Oriental countries.

PROCEDURE AND EVENTS
As work on the
had to be overcome.

project progressed

certain problems

These included difficulty in identifying

various fine artists with the San Francisco bay region.
controversies of such a nature might arise,

Where

some artists have

been temporarily omitted until the scope of the project can be
extended.

An example of this is the famous Moran family, upon

whom much data had

been collected

before it was

they could not be identified with San Francisco.
ficient data on some artists

determined
Also,

insuf

precluded their inclusion in the
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monographs.
possibly

Those upon wham

should have

research is

been included

monographs will probably

incomplete and who

in the

first

appear at a later date.

series of
A few among

the living artists declined to be included.
The biographical material on the various fine artists
discloses a cross-cut of the interplay of all the arts;amusing
habits and manners,
and thefts,

customs and controversies on art.

Indians and stage coaches,

Feuds

rough pioneer life and

wild animal life, all contributed to California's art develop
ment.

We found

poems about

paintings

and paintings

about

poems;a modern ballet motivated by a static old railroad paint
ing;

sentimental

and maudlin columns of

praise about soberly

conceived pictures; pseudo-critical comment induced by patron
age that changed
art reporters paid

from venom

to sticky sweet

by the inch to write

descriptions by

of paintings done by

the yard.
As in other art centers,

in San Francisco,

the even-

keel criticisms of pre-war art was disrupted by "modern" isms,
imported and
from European

distorted via
art centers.

New York City and
The older

local artists,

overwhelmed by rugged pioneer models insisted on
selves,"

"expressing their age,"

through easy travel

"new" art schools flourished

still

"being them

"recording their

irrespective of change in the social structure.
art world shrank,

Mexico City or

country,"

Meanwhile the

and many publications,

at the turn of the century and a
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"younger" group of artists,
spectives,"

influenced by travel and new "per

broadened their point

imitatively if not passionately.

of view and began to paint
Later

"younger" artists began to see the

(after the war) still

New World with fresh eyes,

and conceived the world not as a picture to paint, but a place
to recreate.
Simultaneously,
vate murals

in California

painting waned.

as civic mural decorations and pri
homes Increased

in number,

In sculpture the old bronze and marble tradi

tion was enhanced by new media such as concrete,
cut stone,

easel

wood, direct

ceramic and combinations of several materials.

Civ

ic art patronage of the sculptor brought a series of war memo
rial statues;
patio pieces.

private patronage its
Art flourished in

usual crop of. garden and

San Francisco for a time in

the twentieth century.
With the advent of the depression,
among the first to suffer.
ly declined,

with the

the artists were

Civic and private patronage rapid

result that

many of the

fine artists

were forced to turn to other sources of livelihood in order to
exist.

The art economic survey showed that tG would be diffi

cult to name a calling in which

some of the fine artists were

not employed.

FEDERAL ART ON THE W.P.A.
Today the candid camera shoots such scenes as these!
"U.S.A. WPA ART PROJECT"--Three young

women in overalls,

two
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youths in same,

scaffolding,

of the Fleishhacker
Eight art

Zoo Mothers' House

students,

one Italian

marble blocks chipped in
pasted on

buckets of

paint— A Noah's Ark
as fast as possible—

Mosaic expert,

hundreds of

neat little pieces and shapes,

heavy paper— Lo,

the result

several weeks

some
laterJ

The first home grown,home made mosaic in marble in California;
a few days

later,

an unveiling

and there

is disclosed

the

facade of the State Teachers' College in San Francisco, richly
ornamented with California flora and fauna.
young Chinese
wholly

artists,

oriental,

artistic hybrids,

nor wholly

occidental;

draftsmen and colorists— now on WPA.

They

Another shot— two
whose work

is not

yet they

are deft

speedily

color

series of lithographs of California wild flowers,

a

destined for

annual tours of city schools where the actual wild flowers can
never be shown.

Another artist visits

California and copies

the mountain caves of

the primitive drawings

of the.Indians,

which, soon defiled by tourists, are salvaged for posterity and
the student.
At the present time there are some twenty percent of
San Francisco fine artists employed on the Federal Art Projeot,
which means their creative urge
talents have
art directors.
New Republic,

been well

is finding an outlet.

analysed and retrieved

Recently in a timely
Lewis Mumford,

Their

by Government

article apoearing in the

one of the outstanding critics of

American technics and culture,

in an open letter to President
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Roosevelt presented

the need for carrying

as one of the most important

on the Art Program

achievements of the

Administra

tion during the past four years.
THE ARTISTS EXPRESS AMERICA
The depression

deprived the fine artist

two things; of the market for his
travel to

the centers of

wares and of the ability to

art in New York

being forced to see their own society,

and Europe.

our younger artists became possessed
(often

proclaimed

painting America
human

element

bridges,

levees,

as decadent),

the great

skyscrapers, dams,

Where formerly

by the standard of Euro

from novel perspective.
engaged on

Thus,

there have been devel

oped in American art new vistas and movements.

pean art

chiefly of

we now

find them

They emphasize the

public

works,

breakwaters,

such as

canals...and

some see into the industrial debacle.
Here we see an iron puddler

silhouetted against the

glow of his blast furnace; there a midget steel worker perched
high on a tower, riveting the bay bridge to completion; then a
group of threshers sitting down to dinner after the daily har
vest, or a farm family fleeing an

approaching storm.

We find

artists with a social consciousness fully developed, depicting
not industrial works but what is symbolized in those works and
workers.
In many instances, farmery industrial workers,
ers, picket

lines,

sweatshops— all the various

strik

Interests

of
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our industrial society are portrayed realistically,
ing breakdown and decay.
of this work is

The great power

with which so much

rendered shows the artist's

the underlying economic compulsion.
to make a picture,

symboliz

consciousness of

He paints not

primarily

nor to tell a story, but to tell the world

what he thinks and has experienced.
In our schools,

hospitals and public buildings, mu

rals depicting contemporary American life, the history of med
icine and similar
riching the

themes cover the walls

cultural life

of the younger

with the aim of en

of the nation.

artists will be

In the monographs

found the life

histories and

records of those engaged in this work in the San Francisco bay
region.
PATRONAGE VERSUS PUBLIC SUPPORT OF ARTISTS
Dating from 1850 the research done by the California
Art Research Project

indicated many

startling

contrasts and

rapid changes in art patronage and the artists' economic status
in the vicinity of San Francisco.
ies made

was the

One of the first discover

complete change in

early days the rich had

art patronage.

shown great generosity.

In the

While their

taste could sometimes be criticised, they unquestionably help
ed many a struggling gifted artist. During the depression this
individual
temporarily

art patronage
at least,

raoidly approached

was supplanted

through the subsistence wage.

extinction and,

by Government

During certain

subsidy

periods in the
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past, art flourished because artists had patrons.

During "the

depression" art thrived because,for the first time in American
history,

it was recognized that the artist had a definite con

tribution to make to the cultural life of America.
curious

indeed if

with the

"depression's"

longer afford "art" created for

It would be

end we

could no

the enrichment of our culture

by devoted artists.
With a dim consciousness that

a civilization is ul

timately judged by the works of its creative artists,

America

began during "the depression"to provide the artist some secur
ity and made possible a
plied with an
the removal of

"renaissance"

in American art.

outlet for his creative effort,
dire want,

the artist

Sup

in addition to

gained a new

sense of

creative freedom. Few would doubt that the creative work turn
ed over

to the

relatively
was only

Federal Government

small sums

far exceeds in

received in payment.

the isolated few

Heretofore,

who were able to work

and remain oblivious to economic conditions.
a long

continuous

struggle to

love of their
performed,

work as artists.

agent: in the
Federal
the same

general

creatively.

No

so much for the sheer

period in art history

the artist is considered as a vital

cultural life of the nation,

grants for the

creatively,

Based on good work devotedly

it may be claimed that a new

has been entered in which

it

The majority had

keep working

class of men and women has accomplished

value the

public's benefit,

principle as

to be supported by
in a manner and on

the nation is

benefitted

by
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grants

in aid to

education,

medicine,

and science.

These

fields are aided continuously, on a permanent basis and so too
it has been claimed the cultural arts shall henceforth be sup
ported.
SOURCES OF RESEARCH DATA
Invaluable material was discovered in
bay region public and private libraries,
schools and colleges,
bums in attics,

art libraries in art

old newspaper files,

personal files of the

scrapbooks,

Sources of refer

include the following:

feature

pages of the Sunday newspapers and weekly supplements,
New York and California cities.
Monthly," the old "Wasp,"
ishing

"Argonaut"— all

articles,

The now obsolete,

San Francisco

recent brave attempt

to cover to

House organs of recent metro

to express

art schools,

San Francisco art,

all furnished valuable material on art movements

and philosophy in the fine arts,
Comprehensive

locally and Internationally.

biographical material

artists, whose works and honors have
bled,

art

and special edi

politan women's clubs, co-operative art galleries,

"The Argus,"

"Overland

weeklies— offered

articles devoted from cover

local artists and their works.

and that

of both

"News Letter," and the still flour

lyrical descriptions of paintings,

tions of illustrated

and al

artists themselves and

in old trunks in dusty corners of studios.
ence on the early day artists

San Francisco

on some eighty

never before been assem

is now in the files of this project;

others whose lives
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are well known to

the public have had

terial assembled and filed
artists,

who have

where, and what"

their biographical ma

for future reference.

in many

instances

in their busy lives,

Even living

forgotten the,

"when,

have been refreshed in

memory by clippings brought to their attention by our research
workers and interviewers.
In order

to reassemble

facts and

reproductions of

important works of art the project workers searched the envir
ons of San Francisco as far as Stanford University,
lege,

the University

leges.

of California

and other bay region col

The Bancroft library in Berkeley,

vate homes in

Mills Col

California,

Marin County contributed data.

and pri

The search for

information necessitated correspondence to New York City,

Can

ada and other sources and art centers.
The monographs include biographical data,
of the

artist by contemporary

lists of representative works,
Included in each monograph,

art critics of

criticisms

their periods,

exhibitions and a bibliography.

when available,

is a photographic

reproduction of a representative work of the artist.

The pho

tographs

artist's

were collected

files, and
magazines.

in some

from local

photographers,

cases reohotographed

from old books

and

In many cases a work of some artist on exhibition

in a gallery or in a museum was photographed.
If the
graphs,

general

reader,

by consulting

is aided in a better understanding

of art movements in the

these mono

of the development

San Francisco bay region,

and if his
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interest in the fine artists becomes
ic, particularly

more actively sympathet

toward the young artist,

and he is led to a

keener realization of the necessity of making available to all
the people this precious heritage,
justified its existence,

then this project will have

and its work will have a far-reaching

cultural effect throughout the community in which we live.
Finally, for research students,
and historians,
invaluable.

these monographs,

librarians, authors,

it is expected, will prove

We believe that the stories

contained in them of

the trials and achievements of their fellows will be inspiring,
and thereby

demonstrate the

the lives and

works of

value of rescuing

those who have

from oblivion

preceded the

present

art movements.

*

Gene Hailey

